
VIDEO REVIEW

Say goodbye to a never-ending video review process. Put your videos and feedback in a single, secure place. Upload
your videos to see how easy it can be.

Once you submit, the text next to the video in Video Manager will update with your review's status. Check
video monetization status If you want to check the monetization status before making the video public, you
can upload it as unlisted. When you request a human review e. In some cases, it could take longer. Deleting
the video and re-uploading won't help. Quickly get specific, actionable feedback from your peers and
stakeholders on all your video projects. Manage up to 25 video projects Up to 15 reviewers per project Free
email and phone support No bandwidth limits. Note that all videos that have ad breaks turned on go through a
monetization review process. If you have fewer than 10, subscribers: Your video will need at least 1, views in
the past 7 days before our experts can review it. Each video has to be reviewed by Facebook's systems before
you can start earning money from your content. Our human experts confirmed that your video does not meet
our advertiser-friendly content guidelines. How does the appeals process work? A video's classification may
change in the first hours of upload. Say goodbye to never-ending feedback cycles Get email notifications when
reviewers leave comments. Multiple reviewers can collaborate and discuss a video. Limit vague comments
and back-and-forth email threads. What the pre-publishing review tool allows you to do is make sure that you
can earn money from your video as soon as you share it. This powerful video commenting tool will streamline
your review process. Last updated: Nov 19, Submit a Video for Monetization Review The pre-publishing
review tool is gradually rolling out and is not available to all Pages right now. Let reviewers mark up videos
with arrows and shapes to explain comments. Your video should appear in your Video Library a few minutes
after submitting. From there, the video upload screen will appear. Click Request review and follow the
on-screen instructions. Videos can only be submitted for review one time and the review decision cannot be
overturned. Keep in mind that advertisers have a choice about where to show their ads. You can see your
videos that aren't suitable for all advertisers by clicking the drop-down menu next to View in the top right,
then choosing Limited or no ads. Get your video reviewed in record time TechSmith Video Review takes the
pain out of getting feedback on your videos.


